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Overview
» rural communities are doing things differently 

» rural has historically received low levels of immigration

» increased arrival of immigrants, implications for policy, 
community development practice, and academia
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Rural Canada
» distance 

» density
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Rural Realities
Canadian Rural Revitalization 

Foundation (CRRF) released the 
State of Rural Canada in 2015 

•www.sorc.crrf.ca
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The Good News
» growth in most rural communities

» 17% of the national population

» immigrant attraction

» GDP contribution equals share of population
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The Good News
» good news is geographical uneven

» urban population growth far exceeds rural growth

» rural economy is more intensive, seasonal

» creative destruction

» labour force replacement 

Not So
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New Realities
» economic restructuring

» increased migration 

» need for collaboration
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Rural immigration
• historically low experiences
• tide has shifted … 
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» Metro Census Division

» Partially Non-Metro 
Census Divisions

» Non-Metro Census    
Divisions
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Rural Ontario 
Immigration 

» approximately 146,010 immigrants in 
rural Ontario 
» 5% of all immigrants in Ontario
» 7,955 immigrants arrived between 2011-
2016

» 62% arrived before 1980 
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Rural Ontario 
Immigration 

» Number of immigrants arriving between 
2011-2016
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Innovative Approaches
» place-based strategies

» integrating technology

» Innovative partnerships

» enhancing education
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At first glance, a 3% unemployment rate seems like a 
successful number for a thriving community.  In reality 
however, this is not a sign of success. With an aging 
population, youth outmigration and local business 
expansions happening right across the region, we worry 
about where the people we need to fill these positions 
will come from. Attraction however is only one piece of 
it; retention is a priority focus.  There are hundreds, if 
not thousands of landed newcomers and urban dwellers 
who are highly skilled and ready to make their home in 
rural Ontario.  

The Regional Forum on Rural Newcomer Integration 
provides an opportunity to engage with communities, 
newcomers, employees and employers through 
research and dialogue to enhance retention capacity.  
Before we can attract, we must be ready to retain 
newcomers in our communities and develop their skills 
in the workplace.  

Founded on an exceptional regional partnership, the 
Regional Forum will bring together a wide variety of 
stakeholders (businesses, newcomers, service 
providers and municipal staff) to share stories, research, 
projects and insights into newcomer attraction.  Some 
of our partnerships include Huron County, Perth County, 
Wellington County, Bruce County, Rural Ontario 
Institute, Four County Labour Market Planning Board, 

Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corp.

Though the Forum itself cannot create or retain jobs, it 
can enable a climate where businesses have access to 
the quantity and quality human capital they so 
desperately need.  It will also support a diversified and 
inclusive economy that we can be proud of locally and 
regionally.

The Regional Forum on Rural Newcomer Integration 
will be hosted at Blue Mountain Resort - Village 
Conference Centre on Friday Nov. 30th 2018.  The 
full-day Forum is an employer focused event which 
supports workforce development to create practical, 
actionable strategies on newcomer attraction, retention 
and integration activities. 

We have also included a FREE Bonus session the 
evening prior to the Forum. 

November 29th – Housing Models to Grow 
Communities

How do we attract newcomers when there’s no place to 
live?  Helping rural communities find solutions to the 
housing shortages.  Limited Seating & Registration 
required.

Visit https://regionalforum2018.eventbrite.ca to register

REGIONAL FORUM:   
RURAL NEWCOMER INTEGRATION
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Different Approaches
» addressing distance and density issues

» place-based

» collaborative



contact
gibsonr@uoguelph.ca
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